
OPEN TO SPIRIT CHECKLIST

Whether you consider spirit to be a divine or angelic being, animal guide or the universal
force that pervades all things. There’s an energy that’s larger than you and it’s always
willing to communicate.  If you want to feel guided by spirit, here’s a simple checklist

that’ll open your gateway to the invisible help that awaits you.

Wake up and say hello. First thing in the morning, before your to-do list starts and you

jump out of bed. Pause for 15 seconds and say good morning to the unseen forces

that guide you.

At any point in the day, take a deep breath and turn your palms up for 1 minute.

Welcome Spirit and offer thanks for the guidance you’re going to receive today. (Extra

bonus if you pay attention to the energy in your palms!)

Ground and Center yourself. Imagine you’re tree that has deep roots and breath down

into those roots a few times. (This one’s a game changer because the more rooted you

are, the more you’ll be able to translate the messages you’ll receive. I’ll send you

something tomorrow to guide you through this)

Write a short, simple letter to spirit, sharing gratitude for its presence and saying that

you’ll be in touch soon.

Create a little window in your day (3-5 min is perfect) where you breath and allow

yourself to be present to the energy around you. (No need to try for deep meditation -

if you want to follow your breath, listen to soothing music or focus on a candle - go for

it. But the quiet time to yourself is what you’re aiming for. This will give spirit and your

guides the opening to reach you. And yes, 3 minutes a day really is all you need.)

Set the intention, before going to bed that you’ll rest easy and wake up refreshed.

(This simple act will give you a head start in tapping into the power of the dreamtime -

another place spirit will reach you).

Check one or more of these off each day and you’ll quickly start to notice an opening..
Use these simple but essential practices and spirit will be able reach you in your

everyday life. 
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